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identification based on GC
similarity analysis of Chinese herbal medicine
ingredients
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The theory of cold–hot nature of Chinese herbal medicines (CHMs) is the core theory of CHM. It has been

found that the volatile oil ingredients in CHMs are closely related to their cold–hot nature. Guided by the

scientific hypothesis that “CHMs with similar component substances should have similar medicinal

natures”, exploration of the intelligent identification of the cold–hot nature of CHMs based on the

similarity of their volatile oil ingredients has become a research focus. Gas chromatography (GC)

chemical fingerprints have been widely used in the separation of volatile oil ingredients to analyze the

cold–hot nature of CHMs. To verify the above hypothesis, in this work, we study the quantification of the

similarity of the volatile oil ingredients of CHMs to their fingerprint similarity and explore the relationship

between the volatile oil ingredients of CHMs and their cold–hot nature. In this study, we utilize GC

technology to analyze the chemical ingredients of 61 CHMs that have a clear cold–hot nature (including

30 ‘cold’ CHMs and 31 ‘hot’ CHMs). Using the constructed fingerprint dataset of CHMs, a distance metric

learning algorithm is applied to measure the similarity of the GC fingerprints. Furthermore, an improved

k-nearest neighbor (kNN) algorithm is proposed to build a predictive identification model to identify the

cold–hot nature of CHMs. The experimental results prove our inference that CHMs with similar

component substances should have similar medicinal natures. Compared with existing classical models,

the proposed identification scheme has better predictive performance. The proposed prediction model

is proved to be effective and feasible.
1. Introduction

As one of the core elements of traditional Chinese medicine
(TCM), the nature theory of Chinese herbal medicines (CHMs)
has attracted the attention of scholars and research institutions
for many years. The nature of CHMs can be classied into four
types, i.e., cool, cold, hot, and warm, of which the cold or hot
nature is an important part of TCM nature theory.1,2 The prin-
ciple of “treating a hot syndrome with a cold-nature medicine
and treating a cold syndrome with a hot-nature medicine”
indicates that cold–hot medicinal nature theory is an important
basis for TCM treatment in regulating the balance between Yin
and Yang in the human body, and the application of the cold–
hot medicine nature theory is effective for clinical treatment
using TCM.3

Nature studies from different perspectives have been
proposed to reveal the scientic signicance of CHM nature.
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Some current investigations have focused on analyzing the
cold–hot nature of CHMs based on their component
substances. Chemical component elements were included to
construct a three-element mathematical analysis model for
difference analysis for the biological characterization of cold–
hot nature.4 Some research has analyzed the cold–hot nature of
CHMs using animal behavioral methods. One study found that
cold-nature medicine can regulate the body temperature of rats
with yeast-induced fever.5 Another study found that cold–hot
nature was closely related to energy metabolism rates.6 Some
research has analyzed the cold–hot nature of CHMs using bio-
informatics methods.7,8 Liang et al. used a molecular network to
analyze the cold–hot nature of CHMs.7 They found that
inammation and immunity regulation were more related to
CHMs with the hot nature, and cold-nature CHMs possessed
the tendency to impact cell growth, proliferation and develop-
ment. Our group concluded that compounds associated with
a cold nature had a sedative function, associated with “mental
and behavioral disorder” diseases, while compounds associated
with a hot nature had cardio-protection function, associated
with “endocrine, nutritional and metabolic diseases” and
“diseases of the circulatory system”.8
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 1 GC fingerprints of cortex Cinnamomi (a) and rhizoma Ane-
marrhenae (b).
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The bioactivity of a CHM1 is determined by its composition,
and the bioactivities of CHMs are the key to identifying their
medicinal nature. Thus, the material composition of CHMs
indirectly determines their nature. Current investigations of
medicinal nature are focused on revealing the connection
between the nature of a CHM and its material composition.
Studies of the chemical basis of CHM nature have shown that
hot CHMs contained volatile oil components, while cold CHMs
contained glycosides.9 The medicinal nature of CHMs is closely
related to their chemical components. For example, CHMs
containing aromatic components in their volatile oil oen have
a hot nature.10 Chemical ngerprinting techniques have been
used to analyze the chemical components of CHMs.11,12 There-
fore, researchers have explored identication of the cold–hot
nature of CHMs using their chemical ngerprints.13

Generally, discrimination of the cold–hot nature of CHMs
consists of two parts: feature representation and nature classi-
cation. Feature representation uses the original effects of the
CHMs, metabolomics methods, molecular descriptors or
ngerprint technology to extract the characteristics of the
CHMs. Nature classication requires the use of classical
machine learning classiers or constructed classiers to
discriminate the cold–hot nature of CHMs. The original effects
of CHMs are an effective characteristic expression. Xue's
research group explored the original efficacy features of CHMs
and used classical classiers (such as an articial neural
network) to classify the nature of unknown CHMs.11,12 Metab-
olomics methods are also applied to represent CHMs. Nie et al.
studied the metabolomics features of CHMs and constructed
a random forest model to discriminate the nature of unknown
CHMs.14 Molecular descriptor technology is an important
method for analyzing cold–hot nature. Long et al. analyzed the
molecular descriptors of compounds of 284 CHMs with clear
medicinal natures, and explored a combination system for
predicting the cold–hot nature of other CHMs.15 Other
methods, such as proton nuclear magnetic resonance spec-
troscopy (1H-NMR), are used to investigate the features of
CHMs. Li et al. studied the characteristics of CHMs using 1H-
NMR and applied pattern recognition techniques to analyze
the unknown nature of CHMs.16 Chemical ngerprints can be
used to characterize the overall composition of CHMs. Our
group studied multi-solvent ultraviolet ngerprints for cold–hot
nature identication.13

As mentioned above, the discrimination of the cold–hot
nature of CHMs has been studied extensively. However, chem-
ical ngerprint technology has not been studied in depth. Our
previous research focused on the cold–hot nature discrimina-
tion of CHMs based on UV spectra.13 However, according to the
existing research results, studies on the chemical basis of CHM
nature have shown that hot CHMs contain volatile oil compo-
nents, while cold CHMs contain glycosides.9,10 The volatile oil
information of CHMs can be extracted using gas chromatog-
raphy. It is possible to obtain a better discrimination rate for
cold–hot nature using gas chromatography of CHMs. Further-
more, most investigations used existing classical algorithms to
construct prediction models, which would result in poor clas-
sication. Designing a classier based on the characteristics of
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
the ngerprint data may improve the discrimination perfor-
mance. In this work, gas chromatography technology is applied
to extract the characteristic information of CHM ingredients.
Using the chemical ngerprint data of CHMs from our research
group, a distance metric learning algorithm is constructed to
measure the similarity of gas ngerprints, and a prediction
model is built to identify the cold–hot nature of CHMs.

2. Materials and methods
2.1 TCM dataset

61 representative CHMs are analyzed in this study, of which 30
CHMs are ‘cold’medicines and the others are ‘hot’medicines.13

All CHMs have been marked in the classical texts Chinese
Materia Medica and Shen Nong's Herbal Classic. GC technology
with the steam distillation method was used to obtain the
characteristic information of the CHM ingredients. The
instrument used in the experiments was a GC6890N GC with
a chromatographic data processing system; the reagents were
distilled water, anhydrous Na2SO4, and ethyl acetate. Our group
recorded the ngerprint information of a total of 61 CHMs for
identication of their nature. Fig. 1 shows the gas chromatog-
raphy ngerprints of cortex Cinnamomi and rhizoma
Anemarrhenae.

2.2 Gas chromatography ngerprint similarity

In this paper, we study the relationship between the cold–hot
nature and material composition of CHMs. A GC reects the
volatile oil ingredients of a CHM. Therefore, we have conducted
an exploration to reveal the material basis of cold–hot nature on
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 26008–26015 | 26009
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the basis of gas chromatography ngerprints. According to the
current research, the material composition of CHMs is the
material basis of their cold–hot nature.8,13 If the volatile oil
ingredients of CHMs are similar, we can assume that their
medicinal nature is similar. Hence, CHMs with similar gas
chromatography ngerprints should have the same medicinal
nature.

The similarity of the chromatographic ngerprints of CHMs
has been widely used in the quality evaluation of CHMs.17 In
this study, the similarity of chromatographic ngerprints is
applied to evaluate the cold–hot nature of CHMs. We dene the
similarity of chromatographic ngerprints as the ngerprint
similarity and semantic relevance. Fingerprint similarity is the
feature similarity of the CHM ingredients, whichmeans that the
ngerprints of the two CHMs are similar. Semantic relevance
depends on the cold or hot classication of CHMs, which
means that if two CHMs have the same label, they are seman-
tically similar.18 We want to learn a Mahalanobis distance to
measure the similarity of chromatographic ngerprints, which
preserves ngerprint similarity and semantic relevance. The
smaller the Mahalanobis distance is, the higher the similarity of
the chromatographic ngerprints is.

2.2.1 Distance metric learning. The CHM chromatographic
ngerprint dataset is denoted as X ¼ ½x1; .; xn�˛Rd�n, with
xi˛Rd being the ith CHM chromatographic ngerprint in the
original space and n being the total number of CHMs. The
Mahalanobis distance between xi and xj is denoted as dM(xi,xj),
which is dened as:19

dM
�
xi; xj

� ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�
xi � xj

�T
M

�
xi � xj

�q
(1)

In eqn (1), T denotes the transpose of a matrix or a vector, andM
is a positive semi-denite matrix. If M ¼ I, dM(xi,xj) represents
a Euclidean distance. If M is restricted to be a diagonal matrix,
dM(xi,xj) represents a distance metric in which the different axes
are given different weights. In general,M corresponds to a set of
Mahalanobis distances. Because M is a positive semi-denite
matrix, it can be decomposed into M ¼ AAT, where A is a trans-
formation matrix. Therefore, eqn (1) can be rewritten as:

dM
�
xi; xj

� ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�
xi � xj

�T
AAT

�
xi � xj

�q
¼ kAT

�
xi � xj

�k (2)

From eqn (2), solving this Mahalanobis distance is actually
equivalent to learning a transformation of Euclidean distance
between CHM ngerprints in the input space. In this study, we
learn transformation matrix A from the ngerprint similarity
and semantic relevance. With the transformation matrix A, the
Mahalanobis distance between xi and xj can be learned
according to eqn (2).

2.2.2 Similarity metric. As mentioned above, ngerprint
similarity is dened as the similarity of CHM chromatographic
ngerprints. Fingerprint similarity reects the similarity of the
CHM ingredients. Inspired by the feature similarity of pulmo-
nary nodule images,20,21 we explored a patch alignment frame-
work for ngerprint similarity modeling.22

Considering a given X ¼ [x1, ., xn]
T ˛ Rn�d, for each xi ˛ X,

its local patch is Xi ¼ [xi, xi1, xi2, ., xik]
T ˛ R(k+1)�d, which is
26010 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 26008–26015
calculated by the k-nearest neighbors of xi according to the
Euclidean distance. For each patch Xi, we have a transformation
model gi: Xi / Yi, Yi ¼ [yi,yi1, ., yik]

T ˛ R(k+1)�l. To learn
a transformation model gi, we would like to minimize the error
between the new feature representation Yi and the linear
mapping of a patch Xi, and then align all the patches.23 The local
patch errors can be minimized as:

min
Wi ;bi

k
�
XT

i
Wi þ 1kþ1b

T
i

�
� Yik

2

þ mkWikF2 (3)

In eqn (3), 1k+1 ˛ Rk+1 denotes the vector of all ones;Wi ˛ Rd�l is
the local projection matrix, and bi ˛ Rl is the bias; m is a regu-
larization parameter.

It is assumed that the samples are centered, i.e., XT
i 1k+1 ¼ 0.

To obtain the optimal solution to eqn (3), we set the derivatives
of the objective function with respect to Wi and bi to zero. The
solution is:

8><
>:

bi ¼ 1

k þ 1
YT

i 1kþ1

Wi ¼
�
XiHkþ1X

T
i þ mId

��1
XiHkþ1Yi

(4)

where Hkþ1 ¼ Ikþ1 � 1
k þ 1

1kþ11Tkþ1 is the local centering matrix.

By substituting Wi and bi into eqn (3) using eqn (4), eqn (4) is

then rewritten as:

min
Yi

tr
�
YT

i LiYi

�
(5)

In eqn (5), Li ¼ Hk+1 � XT
i (XiX

T
i + mId)

�1Xi, and then, the global
alignment becomes:

min
Y

tr
�
YTLY

�
(6)

where the global alignment matrix L is:

L ¼ ½S1; .; Sn�
2
4
L1 / 0

« ⋱ «
0 / Ln

3
5½S1; .; Sn�T (7)

In eqn (7), {Si}
n
i¼1 is a selection matrix such that Yi ¼ STi Y.

Dene Y ˛ Rn�l is a representation of dataset X in feature
space. Based on the assumption of linearization that Y ¼ XTA,
we can obtain the errors of the global patches:

min tr(ATXLXTA) (8)

According to the denition of semantic relevance, it repre-
sents the separability of the cold–hot nature, which requires an
increase in the class separability when the size of the within-
class scatter matrix decreases or the size of the between-class
scatter matrix increases. This can be modelled by the differen-
tial scatter discriminant criterion (DSDC) formula,24 which is
dened as:

A ¼ argmax(tr(ATSBA) � l tr(ATSWA)) (9)

The variation is dened as:

A ¼ argmax
�
tr
�
ATSBA

�� l tr
�
ATSWA

��
¼ argmin

�
tr
�
ATðSW � lSBÞA

�� (10)
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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In eqn (10), SW is the within-class scatter matrix, and SB is the
between-class scatter matrix. l is a nonnegative tuning param-
eter, which balances the relative merits of minimizing the
within-class scatter with the maximization of the between-class
scatter. The learned matrix A is the transformation matrix.

The similarity of CHM ingredients includes the ngerprint
similarity and the semantic relevance. Therefore, we integrate
eqn (8) from ngerprint similarity and eqn (10) from semantic
relevance to construct the similarity metric model. The simi-
larity metric model is as follows:

A ¼ argmin tr
�
AT

�
XLXT þ SW � lSB

�
A
�

¼ argmin tr
�
ATQA

� (11)

where Q¼ XLXT + SW� lSB, XLX
T can be computed from dataset

X without labels and SW � lSB can be obtained from the dataset
X with labels.

2.2.3 Projection learning. To learn the distance metric, it is
necessary to avoid redundancy of the low-dimensional repre-
sentation of the data set as much as possible. One way is to
make the projection directions orthogonal, i.e.:

A* ¼ argmin tr
�
ATQA

�
s:t: ATA ¼ I

(12)

In this case, the solution of optimal projections A* can be
obtained through eigenvalue decomposition on matrix Q, and
A* can be constructed by the u eigenvectors ofM associated with
the u smallest eigenvalues.
2.3 A kNN (k-nearest neighbor) scheme for cold–hot nature
identication

Using the learned Mahalanobis distance, an improved
similarity-based kNN scheme is developed to identify cold–hot
nature. The improved kNN scheme description is shown in
Fig. 2. For a CHM with an unknown nature, we rst determine
the ingredients of the CHM by gas chromatography, and then
calculate the similarity between the gas chromatography
ngerprint of the CHM and those of CHM datasets with a clear
nature. The similarity-based kNN algorithm using the Mahala-
nobis distance (SNNM) is used to search for r similar CHM
ngerprints with the smallest distances. The r ‘most similar’
CHMs are ranked based on increasing Mahalanobis distance
metrics to the query CHM. Finally, a cold nature probability is
calculated to represent the degree of coldness of the CHM,
Fig. 2 A kNN scheme for identification of the nature of CHMs.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
which is the ratio of the number of cold CHMs to the total
number of CHMs searched. The formula is dened as eqn (13):

p ¼ c

r
; cþ h ¼ r (13)

where c is the number of cold CHMs and h is the number of hot
CHMs. Given a threshold of PT ¼ 0.5, if p $ PT , we classify the
queried CHM as cold; otherwise, it is hot.
2.4 SNNM scheme for cold–hot nature identication

The cold–hot nature identication algorithm:
Given a CHM ngerprint dataset X ¼ [x1, x2, ., xn] ˛ Rd�n,

and a number of classes C.
(1) Computation of transformation matrix A. Apply Eigen-

value decomposition on matrix Q to obtain the smallest r
eigenvectors of Q. Then, according to eqn (12), calculate the
transformation matrix A.

(2) Calculation of the Mahalanobis distance d(xi,xj).
According to eqn (2), calculate d(xi,xj) between CHM nger-
prints xi and xj.

(3) Similarity metric. Replacing the Euclidean distance with
the Mahalanobis distance, use the kNN (k-nearest neighbor)
algorithm to calculate the k CHM ngerprints with the smallest
k Mahalanobis distances.

(4) Nature identication. Calculate the ratio of the number
of cold CHMs to the total number of CHMs.
2.5 Performance assessment

In this subsection, to evaluate the effectiveness and feasibility of
the proposed SNNM scheme, numerous experiments are con-
structed for cold–hot nature identication. We compare the
identication performance of our scheme with that of the state-
of-the-art schemes in terms of extrapolation evaluation and
stability evaluation, including information-theoretic metric
learning (ITML),25 large margin nearest neighbor (LMNN),20

retrieval system (RS),26 Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC)
and ELM.27 ITML and LMNN are classical distance metric
learning models. RS and PCC have been used for nature iden-
tication of CHMs. ELM has been applied for the nature iden-
tication of chemical compounds in CHMs. All performance
evaluation experiments are based on an existing CHM nger-
print dataset. The application allows a researcher to test a CHM
of unknown nature by searching for similar CHM ngerprints
with a clear nature. In this study, we rst determined the CHM
ingredients using gas chromatography. Secondly, we proposed
a SNNM scheme for the nature identication of CHMs. Finally,
we designed extensive experiments to demonstrate the feasi-
bility of our proposed scheme.

In our experiments, the extrapolation evaluation represents
the extent to which cold CHMs can be calculated on the basis of
the CHMs that are retrieved based on similarity in the search.
We divided the CHM ngerprint dataset into training nger-
prints and test ngerprints and computed the probability of
each test CHM belonging to the cold CHM group. By varying the
threshold of the cold probability, a receiver operating charac-
teristic (ROC) curve was calculated. The area under the ROC
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 26008–26015 | 26011



Fig. 4 Curves of AUC and ACC values with different l.
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curve (AUC) and identication accuracy (ACC) were applied to
assess the performance of our scheme. The ACC formula is as
follows: ACC¼ n/r, where n is the number of correctly identied
CHMs, and r is the total number of identied CHMs. The
second evaluation method, stability evaluation, reects the
proportion of retrieved CHMs that are medically relevant to the
query CHMs, which can be calculated by the leave-one-CHM-out
method for the whole CHM ngerprint dataset.26 In this eval-
uation scheme, the cold probability of each CHM can be
calculated from the r ‘most similar’ CHMs in the remaining 60
test samples. Finally, the probabilities for the 61 CHMs are
obtained. We calculate the stability evaluation as eqn (14):

RðqirÞ ¼

Pr
j¼1

I
�
yi ¼ yj

�

r
(14)

In eqn (14), R(qi
r) is a function of r (the number of ‘most similar’

CHMs retrieved), which represents the proportion of CHMs
with the same label for the ith query CHM in the rst r-ranked
CHMs. The overall stability evaluation is the average for all the
CHMs in the test dataset. In this study, we performed extrapo-
lation evaluation and stability evaluation with ten random
experiments.
3. Results
3.1 Parameter congurations

In this section, several parameters were set for nature identi-
cation. The parameter analyses were performed based on the
experiments conducted on the CHM ngerprint database. In
our experiments, we analyzed several factors, namely, m in eqn
(3) for patch building; the tradeoff parameter l in eqn (9); and
the number of retrieved CHMs k in the kNN scheme.

In this work, the stability evaluation was applied to set the
parameters of our identication model. AUC and ACC values
were calculated to evaluate the performance of our identica-
tion scheme with different parameters (m, l, and k). The AUC
and ACC values were computed as a function of the set
Fig. 3 Curves of the AUC and ACC values for the nature classification.

26012 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 26008–26015
parameters to obtain more comprehensive curves for evaluating
the performance of our scheme. Fig. 3 shows the AUC and ACC
value curves for the nature identication of the gas chroma-
tography ngerprints using different m values in the range
[10�8, 10�6, 10�4, 10�2, 1, 102, 104, 106, 108]. As shown in Fig. 3,
our scheme is not suitable for a large m. When m $ 104, the
identication performance of our model drops. Based on
comprehensive analysis of the ACC and AUC curves, our scheme
reaches the optimal value when m ¼ 10�4. In this experiment,
the tradeoff parameter l was set as 1, and the number of
retrieved CHMs k was set as 5.

In this study, the effect of the tradeoff parameter l in eqn (9)
was investigated to evaluate the identication performance of
the cold–hot nature. The value of the parameter l was set within
the range [10�8, 10�6, 10�4, 10�2, 1, 102, 104, 106, 108]. Fig. 4
displays the AUC and ACC value curves with different l values.
According to Fig. 4, our scheme and ngerprint data are not
sensitive to the parameter l. No matter what the parameter
value is, the performance of the model remains at a certain
Fig. 5 Curves of AUC and ACC values with different k.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 1 Comparison of extrapolation evaluation

Classier AUC ACC

ITML 0.872 0.823
LMNN 0.855 0.786
ELM 0.587 0.525
RS 0.882 0.824
PCC 0.834 0.754
SNNM 0.891 0.852

Table 2 Comparison of stability evaluation

Classier AUC ACC

ITML 0.896 0.869
LMNN 0.894 0.869
ELM 0.683 0.623
RS 0.872 0.820
PCC 0.603 0.557
SNNM 0.9333 0.869

Paper RSC Advances
level. Setting l ¼ 1, the AUC and ACC values of our model are
0.8689 and 0.9333, respectively. In this experiment, the
parameter m was set as 10�4, and the number of retrieved CHMs
k was set as 5.

Furthermore, the parameter k in the kNN scheme was varied
to evaluate the predictive performance of our scheme. The value
of k was set within the range [1, 3, 5, 7, 12, 15, 20]. Fig. 5 shows
the AUC and ACC value curves with different k values. From this
gure, we can see that the performance of our scheme tends to
decline with increasing k value. Based on comprehensive anal-
ysis of the ACC and AUC curves, our scheme reaches the optimal
value when k¼ 5. In this experiment, the parameter m was set as
10�4, and the tradeoff parameter l was set as 1.
3.2 Model performance assessment

To demonstrate the feasibility and the efficiency of our
proposed SNNM scheme for predicting the cold–hot nature of
CHMs, this study compares the prediction performance of our
model with those of some classical distance metric learning
algorithms (i.e., ITML and LMNN) or classiers used in CHM
Table 3 Nature identification examples. The top k¼ 7 similar CHMs are a
Cold/hot nature labels are denoted in brackets

Prediction example CHMs with a cold nature

Query CHM Anemarrhena asphodeloides B
Similar reference CHMs Phellodendri chinensis corte

Isatidis folium (cold)
Lophatheri herba (cold)
Stephaniae tetrandrae radix
Puerariae lobatae radix (cold
Gardeniae fructus (cold)
Notopterygii rhizoma et rad

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
nature identication (RS, PCC, and ELM). The Pearson corre-
lation coefficient (PCC) is applied as a comparative reference to
measure the similarity of gas chromatography. Table 1 displays
a comparison between the performance of the extrapolation
evaluation of SNNM and other algorithms. For the extrapolation
evaluation, 40 CHMs were randomly selected as the training
dataset, among which the number of cold and hot CHMs was
about 20 each; the remaining CHMs served as the test dataset.
The parameters of our model for the extrapolation evaluation
were l ¼ 1, m ¼ 10�4, k ¼ 7. The parameters of the compared
models were optimized. Based on the results for the classica-
tion of cold–hot nature, we drew the following conclusions.
First, the identication performance of our SNNM scheme was
the best, and was better than that of the RS algorithm. The RS
algorithm only considers the semantic relevance between
ngerprints. Therefore, ngerprint similarity is also important
for similarity metric of CHM ingredients. Secondly, distance
metric learning algorithms have better classication accuracy
than ELM and PCC. This demonstrates that it is feasibility for
nature prediction with similarity metric of CHM ingredients,
and also illustrates that CHMs with similar gas chromatography
have similar medicinal nature. Thirdly, ELM with gas chroma-
tography is poor in identifying cold–hot nature. Finally,
according to the extrapolation evaluation, our scheme is
efficiency.

Table 2 shows a performance comparison between the
stability evaluation of SNNM and the other algorithms. Based
on the cold–hot nature prediction results, we can draw similar
conclusions to those obtained from Table 1. First, our SNNM
scheme performs best in the identication of cold–hot nature.
Secondly, distance metric learning algorithms outperform ELM
and PCC in identifying the cold–hot nature. Thirdly, the
stability assessment of our scheme is the best. Finally, Tables 1
and 2 comprehensively verify the feasibility and effectiveness of
our scheme.
3.3 Nature identication examples

The leave-one-CHM-out method was applied to calculate
examples of the nature identication. The nature identication
examples of the two CHMs are displayed in Table 3. The query
CHMs (the second row) and their top k ¼ 7 similar reference
CHMs are shown in this table. The similar reference CHMs were
rranged in the order of monotonically increasing Mahalanobis distance.

CHMs with a hot nature

unge (cold) Euodiae fructus (hot)
x (cold) Notopterygii rhizoma et radix (hot)

Corydalis rhizoma (hot)
Aconiti lateralis radix praeparata (hot)

(cold) Alpiniae katsumadai semen (hot)
) Psoraleae fructus (hot)

Nardostachyos radix et rhizoma (hot)
ix (hot) Aucklandiae radix (hot)

RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 26008–26015 | 26013



Table 4 Confusion matrix of the 61 CHMs

Ground truth

Identication

Cold Hot

Cold 26 4
Hot 4 27

Fig. 6 ROC curve of cold–hot nature identification.

RSC Advances Paper
calculated using SNNM and arranged in order of monotonically
increasing Mahalanobis distance.

A cold CHM (Anemarrhena asphodeloides Bunge) and a hot
CHM (Euodiae fructus) were selected as examples to explain the
principle of cold–hot nature identication. In the second
column, the query CHM is Anemarrhena asphodeloides Bunge,
which is a CHM with a cold nature. The reference CHMs similar
to it are six CHMs with a cold nature, and one CHM with a hot
nature. The calculated cold nature probability is 85.7%, which
means that the query CHMs are more likely to have a cold
nature. In the third column, the query CHM is Euodiae fructus.
The calculated reference CHMs are all hot-nature CHMs. Its
cold nature probability is 0, meaning that the query CHM is
most likely to have a hot nature. The identication examples
indicate that similar gas ngerprints can represent the same
CHM nature.
3.4 Overall prediction performance

In this paper, we performed a holistic evaluation of the
proposed SNNM method. A confusion matrix, recall, precision
and F-score were introduced as evaluation indexes. The identi-
cation confusion matrix of 61 CHMs is displayed in Table 4.
The identication accuracy of hot-nature CHMs is 87.1% (27/
31), while the prediction accuracy of cold-nature CHMs is
86.7% (26/30). The total identication accuracy is 86.9% (53/61).
The recall, precision and F-score of nature identication of the
61 CHMs are listed in Table 5. Based on comprehensive analysis
of Tables 4 and 5, we can conclude that our method has good
prediction performance for cold–hot nature using gas chro-
matography. The ingredients of the volatile oils of CHMs are
closely related to their cold–hot nature. Fig. 6 displays the ROC
curve of the cold–hot nature identication.
4. Discussion

CHM gas chromatography ngerprints pose a challenge to
existing distance metric methods. Traditional similarity
measurement methods, such as Pearson correlation, suffer
from high-dimensional problems. Distance metric learning
Table 5 Recall, precision and F-score of the 61 CHMs

Cold Hot

Recall 86.7% 87.1%
Precision 86.7% 87.1%
F-Score 86.7% 87.1%
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methods, such as ITML and LMNN, only consider the semantic
relevance of the components without including the ngerprint
similarity. However, semantic relevance alone does not reect
all the similarities of CHMs. Herein, we introduce the nger-
print similarity and semantic relevance to represent the simi-
larity of the CHM ingredients. The model is more consistent
with the characteristics of the ngerprint data. We nd that
ngerprint similarity is very important in similarity measure-
ment, which can effectively improve the identication accuracy.

Volatile ingredients are an important part of CHMs and play
an important role in the therapeutic effect of traditional
Chinese medicine. In this study, the volatile ingredients of
CHMs are extracted via gas chromatography. It is found that the
volatile ingredients are closely related to the cold–hot nature of
the CHMs. According to our previous studies on the nature
identication of CHMs, gas chromatography has a better nature
identication rate than UV spectroscopy. This indirectly proved
the correlation between the volatile oils and the cold–hot nature
of CHMs.

Classical classication approaches, such as ELM, are general
classiers that do not consider the characteristics of the data.
These methods suffer from the problem of small samples and
high dimensionality, resulting in low classication accuracy.
Compared to classical classication approaches, our scheme
not only considers the class separability of the samples, but also
introduces the ngerprint similarity. Therefore, our scheme
achieves better identication performance.

However, our research still has some limitations. First, this
study only analyzes volatile oil ingredients via gas chromatog-
raphy. Other ingredients in the CHMs are not taken into
account in this study. In the future, we want to explore cold–hot
nature identication of CHMs based on total component
information. Second, we studied the similarity of the gas
chromatography data using a distance metric. The ngerprints
have the characteristics of high dimension and small sample.
Based on these characteristics, the design of the forecasting
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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model will be the focus in the future. Thirdly, this study focuses
on modeling a similar scheme for cold–hot nature identica-
tion. The GC characteristics have not been thoroughly mined. In
the future, we will combine more effective ngerprint infor-
mation to represent CHM ingredients for cold–hot nature
identication.

5. Conclusions

In this study, a SNNM scheme is proposed to predict the cold–
hot nature of CHMs. Gas chromatography is used to analyze the
volatile oil ingredients of CHMs. It is found that the volatile oil
ingredients of CHMs are closely related to their cold–hot nature.
We demonstrate that if the ingredients of CHMs are similar,
their nature is similar. Based on the gas chromatography
ngerprints of the CHMs, effective experiments demonstrate
that our scheme has better performance than classical classi-
ers in identifying the cold–hot nature of the CHMs.
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